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Abstract

In this paper, we propose an approach to flow-unaware
admission control, which is combination with an aggre-
gate packet forwarding scheme, improves scalability of net-
works while guaranteeing end-to-end deadlines for real-
time applications. We achieve this by using an off-line delay
computation and verification step, which allows to reduce
the overhead at admission control while keeping admission
probability and resources utilization high. Our evaluation
data show our system’s admission probabilities are very
close to those of significantly more expensive flow-aware
approaches. At the same time, admission control overhead
during flow establishment is very low. Our results there-
fore support the claim from the DS architecture literature
that scalability can be achieved through flow aggregation
without sacrificing resource utilization and with significant
reduction in run time overhead.

1. Introduction

This paper addresses scalable QoS guaranteed real-time
communication services over computer internetworks. In
this context, byreal-timewe mean that a packet is deliv-
ered from its source to the destination within a predefined
end-to-end deadline. Packets delivered beyond this end-to-
end deadline are considered useless. Internetworking tech-
nology is increasingly being used for applications with this
kind of requirements, for example, Voice over IP, military
communications, and industrial control systems.

Traditionally,best-efforthas been the main type of ser-
vice available over internetworks. While this type of ser-

vice has contributed much towards the rapid growth of the
Internet, it can-not support applications that have real-time
requirements.

A systematic approach based on connection admission
control and packet scheduling was proposed within the In-
tegrated Services (IS) architecture of the IETF [1]. In In-
tegrated Services, each flow is strictly controlled both by
admission control at flow establishment time and packet
scheduling during the lifetime of the flow. This necessitates
that information about every flow is kept by each node along
the path. Both admission control and packet forwarding are
thereforeflow-aware.

Integrated Services are difficult to deploy in large-scale
high-speed internetworks, as they don’t scale well, for two
reasons: first, high-speed routers are easily forced to main-
tain and schedule packets for thousands of connections in
the core network. Second, as the number of connections in-
creases, the run-time overhead incurred for connection es-
tablishment and tear-down increases too.

This lack of scalability is, to a large extent, being
addressed within the Differentiated Services architecture
[26, 27, 28]. From the user’s point of view, the DS (Dif-
ferentiated Services) model partitions each user-levelflow1
into one of a set of predefinedclasses. Packets of each class
are served inside the network according to a class-based
scheduling policy. The result is that routers are aware only
of aggregationsof flows 2. Each edge router is supposed to
aggregate the individual flows into a small number of such
aggregate flows. In this fashion, the DS model makes the1In the following, we will use the term flow to indicate a streamof data
between a source and a destination, and the term connection to indicate the
virtual circuit that needs to be established to carry the flow.2In this paper we use aggregated flow and class interchangeably.



network scalable regardless of the number of flows.
The objective of this work is to further improve the scal-

ability of QoS guaranteed services by considering both ad-
mission control and packet forwarding together within a DS
architecture.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we describe previous work and our motivation. Our
models of network, flow, and the DS model are presented in
Section 3. In Section 4, we describe our approach, includ-
ing off-line end-to-end delay calculation, admission control,
and class-based static priority scheduling scheme. Section
5 presents evaluation by simulation of our system and pre-
vious works. While Section 6 introduces issues involved in
implementation, a summary and motivation of future work
are given in Section 7 in our conclusions.

2. Previous Works

Obviously, most currently deployed packet forwarding
schemes for internetworks do not guarantee end-to-end de-
lay, since the delay purely depends on the dynamic load of
network links. As described earlier, the Integrated Service
architecture is a great step towards to the goal of QoS guar-
antees. One step further, the Differentiated Services archi-
tecture [26, 27, 28] takes scalability issues into account.

In terms of end-to-end delay guarantees for real-time ser-
vices, our main interests are admission control and packet
scheduling. As far as these two technical aspects are con-
cerned, much research has been proposed. For a variety of
traffic models, end-to-end delay calculation methods have
been proposed [9, 10, 15, 16]. Also, many packet schedul-
ing mechanisms have been provided [7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 20,
?]. Finally, admission control has been investigated as well
[12, 14, 18]. Some of the proposals have been implemented
and deployed, for example, NetEx, RSVP, and Tenet. Ne-
tEx [2, 3] is a good working example of implemented sys-
tem based on extensions of Cruz’s methodology for delay
analysis [4, 5, 6]. RSVP [21] has been proposed as the sig-
naling and resource reservation in the Integrated Services
architecture. Tenet Scheme II [22] uses a two-pass resource
allocation scheme, with extensive functionality needed for
multi-party communication. However, one common point
of all these systems is their limited scalability. As the num-
ber of flows increases, the admission control needs propor-
tionally more time to make admission decision.

Recently, a number of efforts have focused on reducing
the negative effect on scalability caused by flow awareness
in signaling protocols. For example, the basic idea in [8]
is to move per-flow information to edge routers from core
routers by relying on estimation. The key points of the esti-
mation technique are: 1) each core router relies on dynamic
packet status information scheduling, 2) dynamic packet
status information is carried over by each packet. With this

information, the core router estimates each flow’s dynamic
information. As such, [8] does not do flow aggregation.
Only thestorageof per-flow information has moved to the
edge router from the core router. This means that, since
each packet bears the flow’s information, the run-time over-
head of the estimation technique becomes a non-negligible
factor.

For the DS architecture, much research needs to be done
to provide end-to-end delay guarantees. In this paper, we
propose a system of admission control and packet forward-
ing schemes that guarantee end-to-end delay for each flow
in a DS architecture [27].

3. Our Models

Network A network consists of a number of nodes (e.g.,
routers and hosts). Nodes are connected by physical links
on which packets are forwarded. Following the DS model,
we assume that the network is partitioned into multipledo-
mains. Each domain can have many routers. Figure 1 il-
lustrates an example of one domain. The network resources
are controlled by thedomain manager(s)in centralized or
distributed fashion. In this paper, we will first focus on a
network with a single domain. Then, we will discuss how
to extend our work to multiple domains.
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Figure 1. A simple illustration of our domain

Routers and Links There are two kinds of routers in a
domain: edge router and core router as shown in Figure 1.
A router has multiple input and output links. We assume
that there areN input links at a router. For the incoming
packet, the router determines the output link by looking up
its routing table, and transports the packet to the proper out-
put link, which, in turn, connects to the next hop.

Packets may exceed the capacity at the output link, and
thus the packet may suffer some queueing delay at the out-
put link. This delay depends on the load of the output link



and the scheduling policy adopted at the output link. For
delay computation purpose, the router can be regarded as
a set of linkservers, one for each output link, at which the
packet can experience the queuing delay.C denotes the link
capacity in bits per second. We denote link serveri asSi.
There are totalM servers.

Paths The path is a list of nodes. Equivalently, a path can
also be denoted as a list of link servers. For example, if
a path traverses link servers:S1, S2, S6 andS7, then the
path can be denoted as< 1; 2; 6; 7 >, where the integers
are the ids of link servers. In the following discussion of the
admission control, we assume that the path of a new flow
has been determined by a separate routing sub-system and
is assumed to be given.

Flows and Classes of Service A series of continuous
packets from a source to a destination router forms aflow.
We assume that the flow is constrained by a leaky bucket at
the edge router when it enters the domain. This edge router
is called theingressrouter for this flow.

Following the DS model, flows are partitioned into
classes. QoS requirement and specifications of the traffic
carried by the flows are defined on a class-by-class basis.
The traffic carried by flows in the same class has the same
mathematical representation at the ingress routers, whichis
given as follows:

DEFINITION 1 The source traffic of a flow in Classi is
controlled by a leaky bucket with parameters(Ti; �i). The
total amount of traffic, generated by this source during any
time interval[t; t+I), is bounded byminfC�I; Ti+�i�Ig,
whereTi is the burst size of source traffic of flows in Classi.�i is the average rate of source traffic of flows in Classi.C is the link capacity.

While the leaky bucket appropriately characterizes the
source traffic at the ingress router, this traffic character-
ization is not valid within the networks, as the traffic is
perturbed by queueing delays at servers as it traverses the
network. We re-characterize traffic at any servers in the
network usingtraffic functionsand their time independent
counterpart,traffic constraint functions.

DEFINITION 2 The traffic functionfi;k;j(t) is defined as
the amount of the traffic of Classi arriving at Serverk by
the input linkj during time interval[0; t).

Traffic functions are cumbersome to handle and not of
much help in admission control, as they are time dependent.
A time-independent traffic characterization is given by the
traffic constraint function, which is defined as follows:

DEFINITION 3 The functionFi;k;j(I) is called the traffic
constraint function offi;k;j(t) if for any t > 0 andI > 0,fi;k;j(t+ I)� fi;k;j(t) � Fi;k;j(I): (1)

In addition to the traffic characterizations, the QoS re-
quirement of flows is specified on a class-by-class basis as
well. For our purpose, we define the deadline requirement
of traffic in Classi to beDi. All flows in the same class
receive the same level of delay guarantees. In the follow-
ing, we will usedi;k to denote the queueing delay suffered
by Classi traffic at Severk. Following the DS model, we
assume that at each link server, a certain percentage of band-
width is reserved for individual traffic classes. Let�i denote
the percentage of bandwidth reserved for Classi at all link
servers.

4. Scalable QoS Guaranteed System

4.1 Overview

While our objective is to provide scalability for QoS
guaranteed system, other aspects must be considered as
well.

Scalability: In our system, admission control and packet
forwarding scheme are scalable regardless of the number
of flows in the system. This means that the overhead of
admission control and packet forwarding is independent of
the number of flows in the system.

Effectiveness: Our admission control maximizes the
bandwidth utilization to the extent possible. This means
that it is highly accurate even though it does not rely on
per-flow information.

Compatibility : For practical purposes, our system is
compatible with current industrial practice.

Our system consists of three major modules:
Off-line delay computation and verification: Here, we

use a novel delay calculation method to estimate upper
bounds on delays for flows of every class at each router.
This module verifies whether the end-to-end delay bound
in each feasible path of the network satisfies the deadline
requirement as long as the bandwidth usage on the path is
within a pre-defined limit. The module comes into play dur-
ing initial network configuration, or during modification of
service level agreement.

Efficient admission control: As the delay has been ver-
ified off-line, this module checks only if the bandwidth is
available along the path of the new flow.

Packet forwarding: In a router, packets are transmitted
according to their class priorities. Within a class, packets
are served in FIFO order.



4.2. Recursive Formula for Delay Computation

Within a DS architecture, each router forwards arriving
packets only based on their class identification, without re-
gard to which flow they belong to. In order to determine
whether delay requirements can be met, queuing delays ex-
perienced by traffic must be computed. Given the informa-
tion about the amount of bandwidth reserved for the aggre-
gated traffic of each class on the links and the source flow
model of that traffic, we derive the following formula to
estimate the worst case queuing delay suffered by packets
belonging to a particular class.

THEOREM 1 The worst case queuing delaydi;k suffered
by the packets of Classi at Serverk isdi;k = 11�Pi�1l=1 �l " iXl=1(Tl + �l � Yl;k)�l�l+  iXl=1 �l � 1! �i(Ti + �iYi;k)�i(N � �i) #

(2)

where Yl;k = maxPath2Sl;k Xj2Path dl;j ; (3)

and whereSl;k is the set of all paths traversed by the packets
of Classl before arriving at Serverk.

In order to simplify notations, we use vector~di to denote
the bounds of the queuing delays suffered by the traffic of
Classi at all servers:~di = [di;1; di;2; � � � ; di;M ℄>: (4)

We note in Equation (2) thatdi;k depends onYl;k; l =1; � � � ; i; that is, the worst case queuing delays experienced
before arriving at Serverk by traffic of classes withi or
higher. On the other hand, according to Equation (3), the
value ofYl;k in turn depends on the delays experienced by
Classl traffic at servers other than Serverk. In general, we
have a circular dependency, as~dl depends onYl;k, andYl;k
in turn on~dl.

We can simplify the computation by taking into account
that high-priority traffic is not delayed by low-priority traf-
fic. Therefore, if we first compute~d1, then~d2, and so on,
we can simply assumeYl;k; l = 1; � � � ; i� 1; are constants
when computingdi;k . Nevertheless, for given Classi, the
values ofdi;k; k = 1; � � � ;M depend on each other and
must be computed simultaneously. A vector equation to
do this can be derived as follows: Having obtained~dl, forl = 1; � � � ; i� 1, we can denotezi;k(~di) = 11�Pi�1l=1 �l " iXl=1(Tl + �l � Yl;k)�l�l

+  iXl=1 �l � 1! �i(Ti + �iYi;k)�i(N � �i) #
(5)

and ~Zi(~di) = [z1;i(~di); z2;i(~di); � � � ; zM;i(~di)℄>: (6)

The queuing delay bound vector~di can then be deter-
mined by the following vector equation:~di = ~Zi(~di): (7)

Usually a delay computation formula for a server would de-
pend on the state of the server, i.e., the number of flows that
are admitted and pass through the server. We note that our
new delay formula in Equation (2) depends onT; �; �, andN . The values of these parameters are available at the time
when the system is (re-)configured.

4.3. Off-line End-to-end Delay Computation and
Verification

Equation (7) provides a means to compute the worst-case
delay experienced by any flow in a given network. We can
directly make use of this to verify off-line whether the net-
work with the given bandwidth allocation of service classes
satisfies all the delay requirement of the classes. If this isthe
case, admission control during flow establishment is limited
to simply check whether enough bandwidth is available on
the links along the path of the flow.
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A work-flow representation of the algorithm for the off-
line delay computation and verification is given in Figure 2.
The input of the algorithm are defined as follows:�i: the portion of link bandwidth assigned to the traffic of
Classi.Ti: The burstiness of the traffic of a flow of Classi at the
ingress routers.�i: The average rate of traffic of a flow of Classi.Di: The delay requirement of flows in Classi.P Set: The set of all possible paths that can be taken by
flows. This is determined by the network topology and the
routing policy.L: number of classes.

The algorithm consists of two nested loops. The outer
loop traverses all the classes. For each Classi, the algorithm
computes the delays on all servers, assuming that lower pri-
ority of classes do not affect the transmission for flows in
Classi, and that delays of higher priority classes have al-
ready been computed. The inner loop computes the delays
for traffic in Classi by iterating in Step 4 (h is the itera-
tion counter) until either the delay values of the delays in~di converge or it can be safely concluded that the delay re-
quirement for Classi can not be met.

In Step 3, the recursive formula of Equation (7) for delay
computation is called to calculate~d [h+1℄i based on~d [h℄i ,
until the maximum end-to-end delay as computed by Func-
tion G(�) is larger than the delay requirementDi of flows
in Classi (Step 4), or until the computation of delays has
converged (Step 5)3.

FunctionG(�) computes the worst-case end-to-end delay
that can be experienced by any flow of Classi in the system,
given ~d [h+1℄i and the route information. This can be done,
for example, by summing up and comparing the local de-
lays in ~d [h+1℄i for the link servers along any possible paths
used by flows in Classi. If FunctionG(�) returns a delay
larger thanDi, there is at least one route along which the
delay requirement for Classi traffic can-not be guaranteed.
In that case, the algorithm returnsFAIL to report that the
verification of the end-to-end delay did not succeed.

If the delay computation converges, the delay compu-
tation for Classi is finished, and the algorithm proceeds to
compute the delays for the class with the next lower priority.
If the delay of all the classes traffic is calculated, the outer
loop terminates, and the algorithm returnsSUCCESS,
which indicates that the algorithm was successful in veri-
fying that the delay requirements for all classes can be met.

THEOREM 2 If the algorithm returnsSUCCESS, the
end-to-end delay will be guaranteed for any new request as3We let k � k denote the maximum norm operator, that is,k[d1; � � � ; dn℄>k = maxni=1 jdij

long as enough bandwidth is available along the path of the
flow.

In [30], we prove the correctness of this algorithm and
prove that of completeness as well.

Once the algorithm has determined that end-to-end dead-
lines are met for all classes, the delay requirement need
not to be checked anymore during the establishment of
new flows. Note that the algorithm runs at network (re-
)configuration, not during network operation.

4.4. Admission Control

Once the network configuration has been previously ver-
ified off-line to meet the delay requirements of all classes
for the given bandwidth allocation to classes, the admission
control needs to check only that the bandwidth allocation
along the path of the new flow is not violated. Thus, the ad-
mission control at flow establishment time reduces to keep-
ing track of the amount of bandwidth used on each link by
flows of each class and making sure that no class exceeds
its allocated portion of bandwidth.

4.5. Packet Forwarding Scheme

The delay formula assumes the usage of a class-based
static priority scheduling policy at the link servers, in which
each class has its own FIFO queue. We do not rely on any
form of traffic shaping in the link server. Note that while
this significantly complicates delay calculation, it keepsthe
packet forwarding mechanism extremely simple.

5. Experimental Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance (in terms of admis-
sion probability and of admission control overhead) of our
class-based approach, we ran a suite of simulation experi-
ments to compare it with two forms of connection oriented
admission control systems: (1) NetEx [2, 3] has been se-
lected as a generic connection oriented admission control
with static priority system packet forwarding. (2) Virtual
Clock [7, 9] has been selected in order to study whether
there is any difference in using a guaranteed rate schedul-
ing policy such as Virtual Clock as opposed to a simple
class-based policy. Figure 3 shows the topology of the MCI
ISP backbone network, which we use throughout the ex-
periments. In the experiments, all routers can act as edge
routers. Following common practice, we rely on a separate
routing subsystem (SPF: Shortest Path First) to determine
the paths of flows.

In the simulation, requests for flow establishment form
a Poisson process with rate�, while flow lifetimes are ex-
ponentially distributed with an average lifetime of 180 sec-
onds for each flow. Source and destination edge routers are



Figure 3. Simulation network topology

chosen randomly. We consider a system with two classes,
real-time and non-real-time class. We assume that all flows
in the real-time class have a fixed packet length of 640 bits
(RTP, UDP, IP headers and 2 voice frames) [24], and a flow
rate of 32 Kbps. The end-to-end delay requirement of all
flows is fixed at 100ms.4 Thus, the input traffic of each flow
is constrained by a leaky bucket with parametersT = 640
bits and� = 32 Kbps like ”Voice-over-IP” [23]. All links in
the simulated network have the same capacity of 15.5 Mbps.
We assume that the admission control in the Virtual Clock
system allocates sufficient but not excessive bandwidth to a
flow so that both delay and bandwidth requirements of the
flow are met. Figure 4 shows the admission probabilities
for the real-time class in the three cases as a function of ar-
rival rates. The graphs show the results of two experiment
runs with different amounts of bandwidth allocated to the
real-time class traffic. In the figure, ”vc10” means the Vir-
tual Clock admission probabilities with� = 10, so does
”vc 35” with � = 35. By the same rule, ”ds10” stands for
Differentiated Services with� = 10, and so on. So, the up-
per curve is the case of 35% bandwidth allocation, and the
lower one for the case of 10%. With larger bandwidth al-
located to the class, we get higher admission probabilities.
The practical meaning of� = 20 is that an average of 20
flows arrive per second. Since the average life time of the
flow is 180 seconds, we have 3,600 flows on average in the
simulation system with� = 20.

As can be seen, the admission probabilities of all three
systems are almost identical. The reason for the similar-
ity for the class-based system and the NetEx system lies
in the fact that we limit the amount of bandwidth allo-
cated to the real-time class, while NetEx can use connec-
tion information to compute tighter delay bounds, mostly
this does not come into play, as the flow is rejected ear-
lier due to lack of available (allocated) bandwidth. The
reason for the similarity for the Virtual Clock system and
the class-based system is again because the admission deci-
sion reduces to checking the availability of allocated band-
width for the class. For flows with longer paths, the ad-4In a real situation this value is not correct, as we only consider queue-
ing delay for end-to-end delay deadline. There are many other factors like
propagation delay, Codec (Coder and Decoder) delay or others we do not
know now. More accurate values can be found in [24].
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Arrival Rate Our System Virtual Clock NetEx�=2 3.95 4.58 61,752�=5 3.86 4.46 121,327�=10 4.09 4.58 312,142

Table 1. Run time overhead for three cases
with varying system load ( �sec)

mission probability in the Virtual Clock system is actually
worse. This is due to the delay-bandwidth coupling of Vir-
tual Clock scheduling: in order to meet tighter deadlines
Virtual Clock requires more bandwidth. As the arrival rate
increases, the class-based system scheduling outperforms
the Virtual Clock. The comparison with NetEx as a sys-
tem with a similar packet scheduling policy shows that a
connection-oriented admission control scheme brings little
to no benefit over a class-based scheme. In addition, the
comparison with the Virtual Clock system illustrates how
the use of a connection oriented scheme and a sophisticated
guaranteed-rate scheduling policy brings no benefit over a
simple class-based scheme as well.

Table 1 shows average run time overhead values in�sec
with three different� values for the three systems. As can
be seen, the class-based system is the smallest overhead.
Virtual Clock’s overhead is close to that of the class-based
system, because the admission control of the class-based
system checks only if there is enough available bandwidth
for the new request, while Virtual Clock’s admission con-
trol computes the required bandwidth to meet the predefined
end-to-end delay. So the difference is just for new band-
width calculation in Virtual Clock. However, since both
systems don’t check the state of each flow, their overhead
is much smaller than that of NetEx. This is because NetEx
calculates the end-to-end delay bounds of all existing flows
whenever a new request arrives.



6. Implementation

6.1 Motivation

The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
class based scheme is competitive with connection oriented
schemes when it comes to network utilization and admis-
sion overhead Given this encouraging results, we proceed
to design and implement the proposed system as part of a
DS architecture.

6.2 PowerRail Routing Switch

We use PowerRail Routing Switches, a gigabit switch,
produced by Packet Engines in our implementation. The
switch has 8 different classes of service queues per output
port, and three different ways of servicing and scheduling
packets from these 8 queues: FIFO, STARVE (static prior-
ity) and WFQ (Weighted Fair Queuing). The PowerRail
switch provides a series of offset mask filters (OMF) on
each port which the switch uses to filter, count, prioritize,
or redirect frames. Of interest to us is that the PowerRail
switch provides class-based (up to eight classes) static pri-
ority scheduling. Also, it provides a series of filters, which
can be used to constrain incoming traffic.

6.3 Architecture

Figure 5 illustrates the architecture of proposed system
based on the PowerRail switches.
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Figure 5. The architecture of proposed sys-
tem

For each domain, we designate a Domain Resource Man-
ager (DRM), which is performed after the Bandwidth Bro-
ker in [26]. The DRM has access to the whole domain
topology and link capacity information. It performs the off-
line delay computation and verification as well as admis-
sion control. The edge routers participate in the flow es-
tablishment. They are responsible for communicating with
the DRM. For communication between edge routers and
the DRM, we use the policy client-server protocol, such as
COPS [25]. Upon receiving a flow admission request, the

ingress router forwards it requests to the DRM. The DRM
invoke its admission control function, and sends a policy
(for example, the admission decision and traffic shaping
policing parameters) to the edge router. The edge router
will set the policies on the appropriate port via the policy-
set interface. Once the flow is admitted, the edge routers
will appropriately filter the incoming traffic according to the
policies. For each packet passing through the filter, the pri-
ority is marked in the TOS field in the packet header and the
packet is forwarded to the appropriate output links. Core
routers then honor the priority in their packet forwarding
scheduling.

7. Conclusions

We have proposed a scalable methodology for providing
QoS-guaranteed services within a DS architecture. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first approach to guaran-
tee real-time services with flow aggregation and no connec-
tion awareness in core routers thus achieving much lower
complexities in admission control and packet forwarding.

We achieve this by using an off-line delay computation
and verification step which allows to reduce the overhead at
admission control while keeping admission probability and
resources utilization high. Indeed, our evaluation data show
our system’s admission probabilities are very close to those
of significantly more expensive approaches. At the same
time, admission control overhead during flow establishment
is very low.

We paid particular attention to the compatibility with the
existing DS architecture. We are currently proceeding to
design, implement, and deploy the proposed methodology
with a Differentiated Service capable IP network to further
illustrate its easy deployability.

We are also extending this approach to networks with
multiple domains. The key issue is how to perform off-line
delay computation and verification. For many applications,
deterministic guarantees are not necessary [29]. The qual-
ity of IP telephony, for example, would not suffer from the
underlying system providing high-quality statistical guar-
antees instead of deterministic guarantees. We are therefore
investigating how to extend our off-line delay computation
methodology to take into account statistical guarantees.
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